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Chemtrails Over Charlotte, NC (1/15/13) 

(One of many such events.) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58sLkVMADV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPlUi5F366Y


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ñWe have to keep geoengineering on the tableé because we might get 
desperate enough to want to use it.  
 
éThere are a variety of schemes that have been discussed for 
geoengineering. The classic example, is injecting reflecting particles into 
earth orbit that would deflect some of the sunlight that would otherwise be 
warming the earth.ò 

 
--Dr. John Holdren, President Obamaôs Science Advisor 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5yWUvzi6iM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5yWUvzi6iM


 

 

 

 

 
ñI think that if we managed to tighten up our work to the point that we think 
a geoengineering strategy looks viable, it would probably require a 
Manhattan Projecté.ò 
 

--Dr. Philip Rasch, Congressional Testimony 

"GEOENGINEERING: PARTS I, II, AND III"  
HEARING BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ñé in order to encourage research into geoengineering techniques and to 
foster public understanding of geoengineering, we conclude that 
development and small tests of SRM geoengineering should be allowed.ò 

 
--ñThe Regulation of Geoengineeringò 
United Kingdomôs ñHouse of Commons Science and Technology Committee,ò 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ñéthe time has now come to expand our policy horizons to include 
geoengineering, the direct manipulation of the Earth's climatic feedback 
system, as a serious alternative to ineffective and contentious regulation.ò 

 
--ñGeoengineering: A Climate Change Manhattan Projectò 
Stanford Environmental Law Journal, January 01, 1998 

 

 

http://www.jaymichaelson.net/geoengineering-a-climate-change-manhattan-project/
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By Jerry Leonard
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(Charlotte Chemtrails ñMeetupò Group) 

 

 

¶ Are ñchemtrailsòðthe chemical trails from the large-scale dispersion of chemical 

agents from aircraft (a repeat of Operation Large Area Coverage?)ðnow being used 

operationally in full-scale deployment, as foreseen in government hearings on 

ñgeoengineeringò? 

 

¶ Are ñchemtrailsò one of numerous ñstratospheric particle injectionò methods 

advocated to accomplish ñsolar radiation managementò by blocking the sun as part of 

the ever-expanding geoengineering efforts taking place around the world?
2
 

 

As a result of several years of investigation and observation,
3
 I believe a 

ñgeoengineeringò strategy is being quietly implemented through the US government by 

self-serving billionaires, like Bill Gates, under the pretext of fighting global warming, in 

numerous projects around the world. 

Proposed geoengineering schemes include ñstratospheric sulfate injections,ò as part of a 

ñsolar radiation managementò strategyðwhich is designed to do nothing less than 

engineer the reflectivity of the earthôs atmosphere and thereby control the amount of 

sunlight reaching the earth.  

If implemented on a large-scale (the scientists are talking in terms of spraying millions of 

tons of chemicals--like sulfuric acid), this will, in turn, alter global rainfall patterns and 

potentially interrupt the food supply for a billion or so people, as geoengineers have 

admitted at technical conferences. Science Magazine even made this stunning statement 

confirming the potential for catastrophic agricultural side-effects if global solar radiation 

management is implemented:  

ñfull -scale implementation could disrupt food production on a large scale.ò
4
  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpcL5pxukc0
http://youtu.be/QOfBUEBxEs0?t=1m21s
http://www.meetup.com/CharlotteChemtrailAwareness/about/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_LAC
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-111hhrg53007/html/CHRG-111hhrg53007.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratospheric_Particle_Injection_for_Climate_Engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_radiation_management
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/graphic/2012/jul/17/geoengineering-world-map
https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/the-science-behind-chemtrails
http://youtu.be/sRF3ZvUhADI?t=43s
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_engineering
https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/the-science-behind-chemtrails/billionaires-and-climate-modification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratospheric_sulfate_aerosols_%28geoengineering%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_radiation_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_reflectivity_modification
http://youtu.be/j0fBcH0iuX0?t=32s
http://youtu.be/j0fBcH0iuX0?t=32s
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/327/5965/530


 

Science 2010:  

Large Scale Geoengineering Experimentation Could Lead to Global Food Shortages 

 

 

 

 

Huh?  

¶ Who exactly are these geoengineering technocrats quietly making unilateral, life-

threatening decisions about the future of the planetôs food supply, sunlight and 

rainfall levels?  

¶ Who is backing them financially, and why?
5
  

¶ Are these policies actually being implemented for the financial gain of the few, 

instead of the public good, as claimed? (Here is a summary video I have made about 

the geoengineers and what they are stating in various forums.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbQsqODf6eA


 
 
 

These dangerous plans to dump millions of tons of toxic chemicals into the atmosphere to 

fight the effects of pollution may seem to be beyond the realm of possibility, but history 

reveals numerous precedents for large-scale, long-term spraying operations that have 

been conducted across the globe without the consent of the public. For example:  

 

¶ the aerial defoliation and aerial weather warfare used against Vietnam in  

o ñOperation Ranch Handò (ñherbicidal warfareò
6
 with millions of tons of 

chemicals targeting crops for maximum strategic and psychological 

effect
7
), and  

o ñOperation Popeyeò (weaponized cloud-seeding operations that altered 

rainfall patterns and created monsoons
8
);  

¶ the secret, seven year cloud-seeding experiments conducted over the US that were 

used to develop these weather modification weapons used against Vietnam (as 

declassified, top-secret congressional records now show
9
);  

¶ the ñOperation Large Area Coverage,ò and radioactive particle spraying over 

cities in the US
 10

  

 

In these operations, populations were sprayed with dangerous chemicals on a massive 

scale without their consent. Likewise, we have not been asked if  we want this dangerous 

ñgeoengineeringò experimentation with various ñcloud condensation nucleiò being 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Ranch_Hand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbicidal_warfare
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye
http://www.virtual.vietnam.ttu.edu/cgi-bin/starfetch.exe?iTab.G2Nnz3xxcRpRRyykAkQg1PHexh1J1xvgt0cuQ75jeg0md3wlXixFHJwWpKfUE3ZXuzVFsJOO3VIK9S.2UA7kRgsUYwySV3yjtRxUMv1hNooIofkgA/2390601002A.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_LAC
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2210415/Revealed-Army-scientists-secretly-sprayed-St-Louis-radioactive-particles-YEARS-test-chemical-warfare-technology.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2210415/Revealed-Army-scientists-secretly-sprayed-St-Louis-radioactive-particles-YEARS-test-chemical-warfare-technology.html


conducted on our behalf in the name of fighting global warming.
11

 Nor have we been 

informed about the chemical nature of the experimental agents now being dispersed into 

the air that we breathe (or how these chemical agents may be serving multiple purposes).  

 

I believe the public has the right to know what is being sprayed into the atmosphere, 

especially when the spraying of millions of tons of sulfuric acid and aluminum with 

dedicated fleets of aircraft has been proposed as a realistic option.  

 

To stimulate discussion on this topic, I have created a compilation below of relevant 

news articles, lectures and videos Iôve collected while documenting and investigating the 

chemtrail spraying over my house and city.  Hopefully these links will serve as a resource 

for those investigating the phenomenon in their cities and for alerting our fellow citizens 

as to what is really going on above our heads. 

 

I am also calling for citizens and the media to demand a congressional investigation into 

these geoengineering operations. As summarized on Wikipedia, only public exposure of 

the ñenvironmental warfareò through Operation Popeye (by columnist Jack Anderson) 

resulted in its cessation:  

ñReporter Jack Anderson published a story in March 1971 concerning Operation 

Popeye. The name Operation Popeye (Pop Eye) entered the public space through 

a brief mention in the Pentagon Papers and a July 3, 1972, article in the New York 

Times. Operations in Laos ceased two days after the publication of the Times 

article.ò 

And congressional demands for information soon followed: 

ñThe press stories led to demands from members of the U.S. Congress, led by 

Senator Claiborne Pell, for more information. U.S. House and Senate resolutions 

in favor of banning environmental warfare were passed ...ò
12

 

I am calling for similar actions today. In spite of continuous government denials that such 

a geoengineering program exists, we have this Vietnam-era weather modification 

program as a precedent showing that a high-level, illegal and dangerous weather 

modification project can be developed, tested and implemented in complete secrecy, 

while top government officials lie about the programôs very existence (in congressional 

testimony, no less), even as it is being exposed in the media.  

 

As Ryan Dube summarized: 

While the Air Force leadership in charge of operations in Vietnam considered 

weather modification to be just one more important tool in the entire arsenal at the 

militaryôs disposal, the moment Jack Anderson released details about the 

operation in the Washington Post on March 18, 1971, things took a turn for the 

worst.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye#Public_revelation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye#Public_revelation
http://www.topsecretwriters.com/2012/04/project-popeye-weather-modification-and-creating-rain-in-vietnam/


The first reaction to the release of the secret memo about Operation Popeye was 

denial. U.S. Defense Secretary Melvin Laird testified before Congress in 1972 

that ñAndersonôs wild talesò were completely false. 

However, in a private letter from Laird that was leaked to the press in January of 

1974 regarding Operation Popeye, Laird admitted that he had lied in his 1972 

testimony. The Defense Secretary was forced to attend a top secret Senate hearing 

where he and other military leaders were finally forced to admit that Andersonôs 

ñwildò conspiracy theory was absolutely true ï that the military had been seeding 

clouds over Cambodia, Laos, as well as North and South Vietnam from 1966 

through 1972.  

The last tally once the operation ceased in 1972 included 2,600 flights, releasing 

over 47,000 units of material (mostly silver iodide or lead iodide) into the 

clouds.
13

 

I believe that public exposure of the modern-day program is the only tool we have to 

force the perpetrators to admit its existence
14

 and halt it. Hopefully the links below will 

be helpful in this regard. 

 

 



 
Top-Secret Senate hearings from 1974 admitting to 7 years of weather warfare spraying 

experiments over the US (8 Years after NASAôs Recommendation) 

 

 

 

 
Precedents for Large-Scale Spraying Operations 



 

Overview 

 

o Observers throughout the world are documenting the spraying of chemicals over their 

cities from aircraft.  

o Due to the spreading of chemtrails/persistent contrails, the skies can go 

from clear blue to completely hazed over in an hour or less.
15

 

Á Here are videos of my observations over Charlotte, NC 

¶ Recent compilation of 2013 time-lapse videos
16

 

¶ Time-lapse videos series  

o Activists around the world have begun organizing protests and awareness 

efforts to alert the public to these potentially hazardous spraying 

operations. 

Á Here are links to my public awareness/activist effort and 

information dissemination websites. 

 

o These chemtrail observations are consistent with recommendations by so-called 

ñgeoengineers,ò who write articles for mainstream media and technical journals and 

lecture at geoengineering conferences. They advocate for large-scale manipulation of 

earthôs geophysical systems by ñgeoengineering whiter skiesò or ñblocking the sky to 

save the earthò
17

 with millions of tons of various chemicals (aluminum, sulfates, 

sulfuric acid) dispersed into the atmosphere, through various means, including 

aircraft. 

o Here are some recent headlines from articles geared toward 

ñmainstreamingò the long-denied ñsolar radiation managementò program, 

as it apparently enters its ñengineering consentò phase (effectively 

admitting itôs more a ñPlan Aò than the claimed ñPlan B,ò while 

persuading the public to buy into exactly what has been officially denied 

for years): 

 
Á ñGeoengineering Could Turn Skies Whiteò (Scientific American)

18
 

Á ñGeoengineering: Whiter Skies?ò  (Geophysical Research Letters)
19

 

Á ñGeoengineering: Lift-offò: Research into the possibility of engineering 

a better climate is progressing at an impressive rate (The Economist)
20

 

Á ñCan a Million Tons of Sulfur Dioxide Combat Climate Change?ò 

(Wired.com)21
 

Á ñReengineering the Atmosphere: ENG alum studies feasibility of 

aircraft-driven global cooling,ò (Boston University Today Newspaper)
22

 

 

Key Thought-Leader: Professor David Keith 

 

o Professor David Keith of Harvard University (and Bill Gatesô climate modification 

consultant) has advocated dumping millions of tons of sulfuric acid and aluminum 

over the earth from aircraft, as a form of ñSolar Radiation Managementò to block the 

sun as a means of global warming amelioration.
23

 Keith has stated in numerous 

articles and lectures that such solar radiation management operations are both 

technically feasible and economically cost-effective. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sd8sFmYLLAg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpcL5pxukc0
https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/the-science-behind-chemtrails/time-lapse-videos
http://globalmarchagainstchemtrailsandgeoengineering.com/
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalMarchAgainstChemtrailsAndGeoengineering
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalMarchAgainstChemtrailsAndGeoengineering
http://www.meetup.com/CharlotteChemtrailAwareness/about/
https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/the-science-behind-chemtrails
https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/the-science-behind-chemtrails
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Engineering_of_Consent
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=geoengineering-could-turn-skies-white
http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/pip/2012GL051652.shtml
http://www.economist.com/node/17414216
http://www.economist.com/node/17414216
http://www.wired.com/science/planetearth/magazine/16-07/ff_geoengineering?currentPage=all
http://www.bu.edu/today/2012/reengineering-the-atmosphere/
http://www.thinglink.com/scene/420249543603388416


 

o Here is Keith boasting that he could create a global ice age using such 

aerosol dispersion (ñchemtrailò) technology to block the sun.
24

 

 

o Here is Keith propagandizing in the New York Times for spraying various 

synthetic particles into the atmosphere to fight geoengineering.
25

  

 

Á Here is Keith giving an overview of his clever idea of putting self-

lofting aluminum and barium particles 
26

 into the atmosphere.
27

 

Á Here is Keith describing the potential benefits of aluminum,
28

 

sprayed from aircraft, as a solar radiation management tool.
29

  

¶ And here is a patent for using aluminum sprayed from 

aircraft for geoengineering efforts.
30

 

 

o Here is Keith publishing a technical article advocating the spraying of 

sulfuric acid from aircraft for climate modification (ñaerosol is formed 

rapidly in the plume following injection of H2SO4, a condensable vapor, 

from an aircraftò).
31

 

Á Here is a segment from a Keith lecture where he is describing the 

dispersing of millions of tons of sulfuric acid from aircraft.
32

 

Á David Keith (with Bill Gatesô funding) oversaw the design of a 
hybrid airship

33
 to dump 20 million tons of sulfuric acid over the 

earth in a 20 year geoengineering operation.
34

 

 

o Dr. Keith has testified before Congress (in the US)
35

 and the House of 

Commons (in the UK)
36

 advocating for this type of climate modification 

(in the name of fighting global warming). 

 

 

http://youtu.be/XkEys3PeseA?t=11m44s
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/20/opinion/20homerdixon.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/20/opinion/20homerdixon.html?_r=0
http://youtu.be/XkEys3PeseA?t=7m25s
http://youtu.be/XkEys3PeseA?t=7m25s
http://youtu.be/jf0khstYDLA?t=5m55s
http://www.google.com/patents/US5003186?hl=en&dq=welsbach+seeding
http://www.google.com/patents/US5003186?hl=en&dq=welsbach+seeding
http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2010/2010GL043975.shtml
http://youtu.be/XkEys3PeseA?t=3m47s
http://youtu.be/XkEys3PeseA?t=3m47s
http://www.economist.com/node/17414216
http://www.economist.com/node/17414216


 
David Keithôs Study in Geophysical Research Letters  

Advocating ñinjectingò sulfuric acid (H2SO4) from aircraft 

 
 

 
David Keith again, with a cost-effectiveness study for drenching the earth with 

sulfuric acid (ñstratospheric albedo modificationò): 

 



 

 

Aircraft are the preferred method of dispersal (dedicated fleets of aircraft would be 

used for the project. 

 

¶ The Guardian:  

o ñBy far the most effective way to lift the sulfur would be to adapt, or to 

build, a fleet of Boeing 747s aircraft. About 14 of these planes working 

round the clock from bases on or near the equator might cost about 

$8billio n a year.ò
37

 

 

¶ The New York Times (Professor David Keith, et. al. propose increasingly 

expansive stratospheric particle injections with aircraft): 

o ñAt first, tests might use existing research aircraft like NASAôs ER-2, a 

heavy version of the U-2, to release small payloads of particles and then 

measure the effects on solar radiation and the ozone layer. If these early 

tests showed the risks were low, enough material could then be released to 

have a detectable climate impact, while still keeping the amount 

substantially less than that needed to offset all human-driven global 

warming. 

o For the second stage of tests, we might use high-altitude aircraft to deliver 

a larger quantity of particles at about 65,000 feet in the tropics, which 

would then be carried much higher and toward the poles by the natural 

overturning circulation in the stratosphere.ò
38

 

 

¶ Environmental Research Lettersô cost-effectiveness study for delivery millions of 

tons of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) to the stratosphere:  

o ñAnnual costs for delivery systems based on new aircraft designs are 

estimated to be $1ï3B to deliver 1 Mt to 20ï30 km or $2ï8B to deliver 

5 Mt to the same altitude range. é The costs for rockets and guns are 

significantly higher than those for other systems.ò
39

 

 

¶ NOVIM Cost-Effectiveness Study:  

o ñWith each craft assumed capable of two sorties per day, this would 

require a fleet of 150 aircraft.ò
40

 

 

¶ The effort by Gates and Keith to design and deploy a fleet of sulfuric acid 

spraying drones was described by The Economist: 

o "...the fleet of aircraft needed to keep that screen in being turns out to be 

surprisingly small... it could be done by an operation smaller than an 

airline like Jet Blue, operating from a few bases around the world."
41

 

 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/blog/2012/feb/06/artificial-volcano-cool-planet-sun
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/20/opinion/20homerdixon.html?_r=0
http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-9326/7/3/034019/article
http://novim.org/projects/climate-engineering
http://www.economist.com/node/17414216


Bill Gatesô Study (Overseen by David Keith) To Design A Fleet of Drones To Dump 20 

million Ton s of Sulfuric Acid Into the Stratosphere  

(Summarized In the Economist) 

 

 
 

 
Feasibility Study for Geoengineering with a Dedicated Fleet of 150 Aircraft  

 

 



Is the US government, with the cooperation of private entities (such as Bill Gates), 

engaged in the large-scale manipulation of weather through such ñchemtrailò 

operations using aerosol dispersions from aircraft? 

 

o Technical articles have reported on the deliberate creation of artificial clouds with 

ñpersistent contrailsò from aircraft, so that the amount of induced cooling (radiative 

forcing) could be measured.
42

  

o In one case-study, satellite observations of contrail induced cirrus clouds 

covering 50,000 square kilometers were made and correlated with the 

amount of differential cooling induced (called ñradiative forcingò), due to 

the artificially increased cloud reflectivity. 

Á ñThe radiative forcing due to a distinct pattern of persistent 

contrails that form into contrail-induced cirrus near and over the 

UK is investigated in detail for a single case study during March 

2009.ò 
43 

 

o The BBC has published time-lapse photos of military planes flying in 

spirals to create artificial cirrus clouds which could not be distinguished 

from natural clouds.
44

 

o Defense contractors have advocated further studying of the mechanisms 

by which contrails could be used to create persistent contrails leading to 

artificial cirrus clouds. They recommend artificially amplifying contrail 

formation by aircraft (chemtrails?).
45

 

 

o NASA has published articles (SUCCESS) describing the creation of persistent 

contrails with various aircraft (ñTransformation of Contrails into Cirrus during 

SUCCESSò) flying in race-track oval and ñfigure 8ò patterns so the movements of the 

artificial cloud formations could be tracked and studied from satellites.
46

  

o Such operations are consistent with NASAôs solar radiation management 

project.
47

 

o Citizen observers have also observed these race-track patterns over their 

living areas and have obtained FAA charts showing ñintra-flightò patterns 

with these oval shapes
48

 

 

o Media articles and technical publications (ñOffsetting Climate Change by 

Engineering Air Pollution to Brighten Cloudsò) have reported on experiments with 

ships in the pacific ñengineering air pollutionòé ñwith controlled particle sourcesò to 

create artificial clouds so that the amount of induced cooling (ñradiative forcingò) 

could be measured (the so-called E-PEACE experiment).
49

  

 

http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2009/2009JD012650.shtml
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8309629.stm
http://ozone-uv.defra.gov.uk/reports/Contrail_Uncertainties.pdf
http://ozone-uv.defra.gov.uk/reports/Contrail_Uncertainties.pdf
http://www-pm.larc.nasa.gov/sass/pub/conference/Transformation.pdf
http://www-pm.larc.nasa.gov/sass/pub/conference/Transformation.pdf
http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/nasa-looks-at-plan-to-blot-out-sun/2006/11/19/1163871272174.html
http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/nasa-looks-at-plan-to-blot-out-sun/2006/11/19/1163871272174.html
http://www.nae.edu/Publications/Bridge/67677/67685.aspx
http://www.nae.edu/Publications/Bridge/67677/67685.aspx


 

Given the past history of United States experimentation,
50

 a large-scale and covert 

ñManhattan Projectò style project to carry out unethical weather modification 

experiments with potentially catastrophic side-benefits cannot be ruled out. 

 

o The US government has conducted an unending series of chemical, radiological and 

biological warfare tests on human subjects under the pretext of national security.  

o These experiments, which went on for decades, included spraying cities 

with chemical warfare agents
51

 and radioactive particles,
52

 
53

 
54

 injecting 

pregnant women with plutonium
55

 and injecting unsuspecting people with 

syphilis
56

 on a global scale.
57

 
58

 

o No one has ever been punished for these experiments.
59

 In fact the 

researchers who conducted these experiments were at the top of their 

fields and maintained or gained prestigious positions.
60

 

 

o The US government has injected particles into the atmosphere with rockets in various 

experiments 

o In one Cold War operation, the US government created an "artificial 

ionosphere" using particles dispersed from rockets (Project Westford 
61

). 

o The US has also dispersed aluminum
62

 and barium
63

 into the upper 

atmosphere from rockets in numerous experiments. 

 

o In numerous classified projects, the US government has used aircraft to drop various 

chemicals (chemical warfare agents, cloud-seeding agents, radioactive particles) over 

large areas.
64

 

o Declassified reports show that the US government has used cloud-seeding 

operations from aircraft as a form of weather warfare over Vietnam 

(Operation Popeye 
65

).  

Á Secret cloud seeding experiments were conducted over the United 

States to develop and test these weather weapons.
66

 

o For a decade, the US government used aircraft to disperse millions of 

gallons of areal defoliants (Agent Orange) on Vietnam in Operation Ranch 

Hand, destroying agriculture on a large scale.
 67

 

Á The effects of these defoliants were catastrophic to the local 

inhabitants
68

 as well as to the American forces involved in the war. 

 

NASAôs long-term weather modification program: 

 

o In the 1960s the US government advocated a long-term and large-scale cloud seeding 

program over the US using various types of aircraft for weather modification.
69

  

o Contractors and employees involved in this project would have priority 

over local concerns and be indemnified against any actions for damages 

induced while investigating various seeding agents, ñmodes of injection,ò 

etc. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_West_Ford
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_LAC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_LAC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_LAC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Ranch_Hand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Ranch_Hand
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19680002906_1968002906.pdf
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19680002906_1968002906.pdf


o In the 1990s, The National Academies of Sciences declared geoengineering in the 

form of Solar Radiation Management 
70

 (blocking the sun with stratospheric particle 

injections
71

, including sulfates 
72

 and sulfuric acid) to be a cost-effective option to 

address global warming.
73

 

 

o Edward Teller, Manhattan Project researcher, co-founder and director emeritus of the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and professor emeritus at UC Davis has 

also declared such spraying operations, using wide-body aircraft, to be a cost-

effective method of reducing global warming. Teller also recommended experiments 

to validate the technical feasibility of such operations.
74

 

 

o More recently, US congressional hearings heard testimony recommending a multi-

phased approach to full scale implementation of solar radiation management under a 

project similar to the Manhattan Project.
75

 

 

o The UK House of Commons recommended experiments to help determine the 

feasibility of such global solar radiation management operations, which could be 

scaled up to full-scale implementation
76

 if feasibility was validated.
77

 (Britain has a 

history of conducting covert spraying operations over large areas.
78

) 

 

 
1966: NASA Recommends ñfield-experimentsò with various cloud-seeding agents  

and ñmodes of injectionò 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_radiation_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratospheric_Particle_Injection_for_Climate_Engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratospheric_Particle_Injection_for_Climate_Engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratospheric_sulfur_aerosols_%28geoengineering%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratospheric_sulfur_aerosols_%28geoengineering%29
http://www.osti.gov/accomplishments/documents/fullText/ACC0230.pdf
http://www.osti.gov/accomplishments/documents/fullText/ACC0230.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200910/cmselect/cmsctech/221/221.pdf


 

 

 
 

2006: NASA still looking at creating artificial clouds on a massive scale. 

 

 



 

Intelligence and military agencies are investigating aerial spraying operations under 

the guise of national security
79

 

 

o Global Warming has been declared a national security risk by the United States.
80

 

o Defense contractors are publishing studies of how to trigger cirrus clouds from jet 

contrails as a method to reduce global warming.
81

   

 

o They recommend artificially amplifying the formation of cirrus clouds 

from aircraft contrails so that their impact can be more easily measured. 

(ñA better calculation of radiative forcing from contrails is feasible using 

an artificially amplified forcingò).
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o Homeland Security has funded studies to determine how the strength of hurricanes 

and tropical cyclones could be modulated with chemtrail aerosols sprayed into 

various parts of the storm.
 83

 (Researchers were running simulations on how 

Hurricane Katrina might have been modified and massive chemtrail operations were 

observed in the path of ñSuper-Stormò Sandy on the east coast of the United States.
84

) 

 

o Bill Gates has patented methods of modifying hurricane intensity and path 

as well as a method for charging governments for preventing hurricanes
85

 

with various geoengineering methods and schemes. 

o In the name of fighting global warming, Bill Gates- funded 

geoengineering consultants have made numerous statements, on camera, 

advocating the large-scale dispersing of aluminum, barium and sulfate 

particles in global-scale chemical spraying operations (Bill Gates has 

investments that will profit from such operations, if they alter the global 

sunlight levels in addition to water and soil chemistries). 

o Bill Gates has funded the design of a custom Hybrid Airship to implement 

similar experiments on a global scale (ñto determine whether a man-made 

system could disperse sufficient sulfuric acid on a global scale to cool the 

planet efficiently and affordablyò) by dispensing 20 million tons of 

sulfuric acid over the earth, in the name of protecting it from global 

warming
86

  

 

o Such research is obviously of great interest to the military. The transition of weather 

modification capabilities into a military operation have been discussed for decades. 

See: 

o WEATHER MODIFICATION: THE EVOLUTION OF AN R&D 

PROGRAM INTO A MILITARY OPERATION 
87

 

o In a more recent study completed for the US Air Force, entitled "Owning the 

Weather," the strategic weapons benefit of chemical additives to the atmosphere, to 

create or prevent rainfall (among other things) on demand were discussed:  
o In a publication prepared for the Air Force, titled ñWeather as a Force 

Multiplier: Owning the Weather in  2025,ò the use of aerosols in 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/09/science/earth/09climate.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he4TNym-_Jg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he4TNym-_Jg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7heQ5wCWgME
http://www.fas.org/man/eprint/leitenberg/weather.pdf
http://www.fas.org/man/eprint/leitenberg/weather.pdf
http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf
http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf


weather modification efforts to control rainfall (precipitation 

enhancement) are discussed.
88

 

o Geoengineers admit that their ñinterventionsò will alter rainfall patterns 

and could therefore interrupt the food supply for billions of people.
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o Is this not a form of terrorism? 

 

 

 
 

 

 

http://youtu.be/j0fBcH0iuX0?t=32s


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What Phase of Experimentation Are We Really In? 

 

o Cost-effectiveness and technical feasibility studies for large-scale Solar Radiation 

Management projects have been conducted and the findings were positive.  

 

o Field studies with engineered pollution to brighten clouds with customized particles 

are being conducted with ships and balloons.  

o Governments are preparing to conduct stratospheric particle injection 

experiments using balloons to inject sulphate particles into the 

stratosphere so that the cooling effects can be measured (the SPICE 

experiment). Here is the patent for the experiment.
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o Government investigations have laid out an increasingly expansive implementation 

scheme for stratospheric aerosol geoengineering operations. 

 

o The media is suddenly propagandizing and preparing the public ("engineering 

consent") for implementing this solar radiation management agenda (turning the skies 

white through geoengineering
91

), under the pretext of global warming amelioration 

 

o Patents for various solar radiation management schemes have been filed, as have 

patents for seeds that will be protected from these operations 

 

o SPICE project patent
92

  

o Stratospheric Welsbach Seeding Patent (Hughes)
93

 

o ñPowder contrail generationò:  ñContrail generation apparatus for 

producing a powder contrail having maximum radiation scattering ability 

for a given weight materialò  
94

 

o Atmospheric injection of reflective aerosol for mitigating global 

warming
95

 

o Aerial delivery system 
96

  

o Production or distribution of radiative forcing agents 
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o People all over the world are reporting massive increases in persistent contrails over 

their cities and living areas. 

 

o Disinformation trolls and shills are serving as "flak producers" (Chomsky's 

Propaganda Model) to discredit and discourage truth-seekers exposing these 

operations. 

 

 

Summary 

 

Given all this information, it seems likely that aircraft-dispersed aerosols (ñchemtrailsò) 

are being used in an expanding program, in three increasingly expansive phases 

http://www2.eng.cam.ac.uk/~hemh/SPICE/SPICE.htm
http://www2.eng.cam.ac.uk/~hemh/SPICE/SPICE.htm
https://www.google.com/patents/WO2011073650A1?dq=Atmospheric+delivery+system&ei=ojVpUrL6MdGzkAf6xoFI&cl=en
http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/pip/2012GL051652.shtml
http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/pip/2012GL051652.shtml
https://www.google.com/patents/WO2011073650A1?dq=Atmospheric+delivery+system&ei=ojVpUrL6MdGzkAf6xoFI&cl=en
https://www.google.com/patents/WO2011073650A1?dq=Atmospheric+delivery+system&ei=ojVpUrL6MdGzkAf6xoFI&cl=en
https://www.google.com/patents/US5003186?dq=stratospheric+welsbach+seeding&hl=en&sa=X&ei=GH1xUvOtL-upsATN4YHgDA&ved=0CDkQ6AEwAA
http://www.google.com/patents/US3899144
https://www.google.com/patents/US20100127224?dq=atmospheric+injection+of+reflective+aerosol+for+mitigating+global+warming&hl=en&sa=X&ei=Y3hxUoS2Da_jsAS7sIGIDA&ved=0CDcQ6AEwAA
https://www.google.com/patents/US20100127224?dq=atmospheric+injection+of+reflective+aerosol+for+mitigating+global+warming&hl=en&sa=X&ei=Y3hxUoS2Da_jsAS7sIGIDA&ved=0CDcQ6AEwAA
https://www.google.com/patents/CA2689610A1?cl=en&dq=aerial+delivery+system+evergreen+aviation+weather+modification&hl=en&sa=X&ei=MHlxUpbELeXksASz4YGICQ&ved=0CDcQ6AEwAA
https://www.google.com/patents/US20120160964?dq=production+or+distribution+of+radiative+forcing+agents&hl=en&sa=X&ei=qntxUp75CJa-sQSEuICwBg&ved=0CEAQ6AEwAQ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propaganda_model#Flak
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propaganda_model


(laboratory studies and simulations, field trials, full-scale deployment), as proposed in US 

and British governmental investigations. (A similar progression from successful field 

trials to full-scale implementation occurred with ñProject Popeyeò in Vietnam.
98

)  

 

Indeed, such a program would explain not only the increase in persistent contrails being 

documented in spraying operations all over the world, but also the resultant pollutant 

chemistry being measured in water samples throughout the world, which appears to 

match the chemicals that have been recommended in lectures, patents and other 

publications as optimal for geoengineering operations. 

 

Widespread public awareness and vocal condemnation of these efforts is required to stop 

them. 

 

Hopefully this summary will be helpful in this regard. 

 

We certainly cannot trust the EPA to protect American citizens from unethical human 

experimentation, since no government researcher in the US has ever been punished for 

conducting decades of horrific experiments on the American public. 
 

ñAs of 2007, not a single U.S. government researcher had been prosecuted for human 

experimentation...ò 

 

--Wikipedia.org, ñUnethical human experimentation in the United Statesò 

 

 

Indeed, instead of investigating chemical dumps from aircraft over the US, the EPA is 

busy conducting "gas chamber experiments" on US citizens, to determine directly the 

damaging effects of calibrated aerosol particulate levels on human health. As an article 

on Activist Post related:  

  

"A lawsuit filed in federal court in Alexandria, Virginia seeks injunctive relief 

from human experimentation being conducted by the Environmental Protection 

Agency. The experiments involve gassing human subjects with PM2.5." 
 

Lawsuit seeks injunction against EPA ñgas chamberò experiments 

http://www.activistpost.com/2012/11/lawsuit-seeks-injunction-against-epa.html 

 
   

Paul Chesser explained the mechanics of the governmentôs experiments with calibrated 

pollution mixtures: 

ñEPA obtained their PM2.5 from a diesel truck,ò explained Dr. David Schnare, a 

former EPA litigator who is now director of American Tradition Instituteôs 

Environmental Law Center, which filed the lawsuit in Virginia. ñIt is difficult to 

overstate the atrocity of this research.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unethical_human_experimentation_in_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unethical_human_experimentation_in_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unethical_human_experimentation_in_the_United_States
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/11/lawsuit-seeks-injunction-against-epa.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/11/lawsuit-seeks-injunction-against-epa.html


ñEPA parked a truckôs exhaust pipe directly beneath an intake pipe on the side of a 

building. The exhaust was sucked into the pipe, mixed with some additional air and 

then piped directly into the lungs of the human subjects. EPA actually has pictures 

of this gas chamber, a clear plastic pipe stuck into the mouth of a subject, his lips 

sealing it to his face, diesel fumes inhaled straight into his lungs.ò 

EPA Sued Over Heinous Experiments on Humans 
http://nlpc.org/stories/2012/09/25/epa-sued-over-heinous-experiments-humans 

Forbes weighed in on the hypocrisy of these lethal experiments: 

As EPA Administrator Jackson testified in Congress in September 2011, 

ñéparticulate [PM2.5] matter causes premature death. It doesnôt make you sick. 

Itôs directly causal to dying sooner than you should.ò She added, ñIf we could 

reduce particulate matter to levels that are healthy we would have an identical 

impact to finding a cure for cancer.ò 

So if this is the case, why did EPA fail to warn their test subjects that the 

substances they would be exposed to in high doses were so dangerous?ò
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The Forbes article continued: 

In a letter to committee chair Senator Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) Inhofe wrote: óIt is 

extremely disturbing that EPA may have conducted illegal human experiments, 

exposing people with conditions such as asthma and metabolic syndrome to 

concentrated high levels of substances like fine particulate matter and diesel 

exhaust.ô He then charged that: óEPA has repeatedly said that these substances 

can cause cancer and lead to death, so if these allegations of human experiments 

are true, it just validates the problem that the Obama-EPAôs mission is not about 

public health.ôô 

 

EPA Charged With Lethal Experiments On Hundreds Of Unsuspecting 

Subjects 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2012/11/13/epa-charged-with-lethal-

experiments-on-hundreds-of-unsuspecting-subjects/ 

A scathing review of these experiments was published in the Journal of American 

Physicians and Surgeons: 

...EPA, then, is experimenting on human beings with what it views as one of the 

most toxic substances known to man for the simple (and illegal) purpose of 

evaluating what would happen, apparently in an effort to bolster its 

epidemiological (i.e. statistical) claims.  

 

Worse, many of the study subjects are health impaired, suffering from metabolic 

syndrome, asthma, old age, or combinations thereof. 

http://nlpc.org/stories/2012/09/25/epa-sued-over-heinous-experiments-humans
http://www.forbes.com/places/ms/jackson/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2012/11/13/epa-charged-with-lethal-experiments-on-hundreds-of-unsuspecting-subjects/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2012/11/13/epa-charged-with-lethal-experiments-on-hundreds-of-unsuspecting-subjects/
http://www.jpands.org/vol17no4/dunn.pdf


  

The lawsuit has already produced a notable admission of sorts from an EPA 

employee. In his declaration, EPA Clinical Studies Coordinator Martin W. Case 

asserted that he verbally informs human subjects in an ongoing trial that,  

 

 ñThere is the possibility you may die from this.ò
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These types of experiments are becoming more routine, 
101

 as they are being conducted at 

universities across the nation (University of North Carolina, University of Rochester, 

University of Michigan and University of Southern California), even though they have 

been fatal in experiments on teenagers. They are even being conducted on children. 

Consider this progress report describing an EPA project designed to expose children to 

diesel exhaust particles so that the genetic damage could be directly measured: 

ñWe plan to determine whether nasal challenge with diesel exhaust particles 

(DEP) will induce reproducible gene expression of Phase II enzymes and compare 

expression in children versus adults. Previously, we had shown that challenge of 

individuals with DEP-induced GSTM1 expression in adults.ò 

 

The progress report boasted of the Universityôs ability to control the conditions in the 

ñexposure chamberò so that subjects could be reproducibly exposed to particles in the 

ñmodel air pollutantò (diesel fumes): 

 

ñWe have tested the exposure chamber and can reproducibly produce a DEP level 

that is within 10 percent of the target level every time. We can measure accurately 

particle mass, number, size, and composition generated by the diesel engine.ò 

But these are not the worst of the human experiments I have discovered. 

In the process of doing research for three books on unethical human experimentation, I 

exposed a series of ñcancer transplantò experiments that were conducted for cancer 

vaccine research, which involved injecting human subjects with West Nile Virus, human 

cancer cells and monkey tumor viruses, so that the size and growth of induced tumors 

could be measured and the results published in the medical literature.
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These experiments and others indicate that the US government is fully capable of 

conducting lethal and large-scale experiments over a long period of time, with no 

accountability. 

It is time that the public understands this and demands an end to this ongoing aerosol 

experimentation. 

The official denials about the existence of chemtrail operations typically consist of 

brushing off obvious spraying operations as consisting of ordinary ñcontrailsò (what else 

would chemtrails look like?). These denials have the following problems: 

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncer_abstracts/index.cfm/fuseaction/display.abstractDetail/abstract/7787/report/0
http://junksciencecom.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/student-dies-at-rochester-in-mit-based-study-mit-news-office.pdf
http://junksciencecom.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/diesel-exhaust-in-children-at-usc-2005-report-121412-copy.pdf
http://winstonsmith.net/cancerman.htm
http://winstonsmith.net/tumor%20transplants%20westnilevirus.htm
http://winstonsmith.net/tumor%20transplants%20in%20human%20subjects.htm
http://winstonsmith.net/tumor%20transplants%20in%20human%20subjects.htm
http://winstonsmith.net/tumor%20transplants%20in%20human%20subjects.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:%27Ranch_Hand%27_run.jpg


¶ They ignore the long history behind numerous, top-secret aerial spraying 

operations carried out in the United States; and 

¶ They discount the various feasibility studies that have recently been carried out 

showing that spraying programs to disperse millions of tons of aluminum; and 

sulfuric acid with aircraft are not only technically feasible, but cost-effective; and  

¶ They ignore the patent literature describing the use of jet aircraft to disperse 

reflective particles, such as aluminum, into the atmosphere; and 

¶ They ignore the photographic and video evidence which is readily available, 

showing such operations are being carried out 

A cursory study of this evidence will reveal that millions of tons of chemicals (including 

sulfates and aluminum) are being sprayed over the skies of the world using various 

aircraft and ships to create artificial clouds in cloud-seeding operations (a recent 

experiment using ships was published with the title ñOffsetting Climate Change by 

Engineering Air Pollution to Brighten Cloudsò). This appears to be what is happening 

over Charlotte and other cities in North Carolina (and throughout the US and Europe). 

In light of the information presented above, I am requesting that state and federal 

institutions that are responsible for implementing these stratospheric particle injection 

geoengineering projects, which are being conducted over North Carolina with increasing 

frequency, answer the following questions: 

¶ According to federal law, there are forms that are required to be filled out for 

weather modification projects.
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 Were these forms filed for the experiments 

being conducted over North Carolina? If so, where are they and how can I access 

them? 

¶ Who is doing the spraying? Are these military planes or defense contractors? 

¶ What chemicals are they spraying?  

o I am asking you to help me determine what chemicals were sprayed over 

Charlotte, North Carolina, on:  

Á 1/09/14: http://youtu.be/JVM2DeWnHN8?t=5m54s 

Á 1/1/14: http://youtu.be/3qpdXrNKc8I?t=42s 

Á 12/6/13: http://youtu.be/42KVfVNOEXo?t=41s 

Á 2/18/13: http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=3m51s 

Á 3/10/13: http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=2m11s 

Á 3/15/13: http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=9m32s 

Á 4/7/13: http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=5m58s 

Á 5/9/13: http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=2m32s 

Á 10/5/13: http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=16m46s 

¶ Was an environmental impact study conducted for these ongoing spraying 

operation over North Carolina (these planes seem to spray right before weather 

fronts move in), as they have been for cloud-seeding operations routinely 

conducted over Los Angeles?  

o A recent environmental impact study was completed for The County of 

Los Angeles Department of Public Works (July 21, 2009) to justify 

http://www.nae.edu/Publications/Bridge/67677/67685.aspx
http://www.nae.edu/Publications/Bridge/67677/67685.aspx
http://youtu.be/JVM2DeWnHN8?t=5m54s
http://youtu.be/JVM2DeWnHN8?t=5m54s
http://youtu.be/3qpdXrNKc8I?t=42s
http://youtu.be/42KVfVNOEXo?t=41s
http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=3m51s
http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=2m11s
http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=9m32s
http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=5m58s
http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=2m32s
http://youtu.be/SpcL5pxukc0?t=16m46s


continuing a long-running, ground-based weather modification effort over 

Los Angeles County. 
104

 

¶ What metrology programs are in place to determine the levels of soil and water 

contamination resulting from these spraying programs over North Carolina and 

whether or not there are detrimental effects from these spraying programs?
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o I am also requesting documents on soil and water levels of aluminum, 

barium, Titanium dioxide, silica gels, bismuth, iodide, bismuth tri-iodide, 

silver and silver iodide--the chemicals which are the subject of 

geoengineering and cloud-seeding papers and patents. Some of these 

chemicals have not only been recommended for solar radiation 

management but also have reportedly been measured contaminating water 

in California and other places.
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These questions need to be answered not only for North Carolina, but for numerous 

regions around the world. I believe that a global geoengineering program is being ñrolled 

outò precisely as the ETC group has outlined: 

 

ñThe roll-out of geoengineering as Plan B is being skillfully executed: prominent 

high-level panels sponsored by prestigious groups, a spate of peer-reviewed 

articles this January in science journals, and a line-up of panicked politicians in 

northern countries, nodding nervously in agreement as scientists testify about the 

óneed to research Plan B.ôò 

 

An understanding of how this is being done will assist those who are fighting what is 

being done, as we demand answers about what chemicals are being dispersed into the air 

we all breathe. 

 

For additional resources on Geoengineering, please also see: 

 

http://www.whyintheworldaretheyspraying.com/ 

 

www.Geoengineeringwatch.org 

 

https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/ 

 

 ñCASE ORANGE: Contrail Science, Its Impact on Climate and Weather Manipulation 

Programs Conducted by the United States and Its Allies,ò 

 

 

Regards, 

 

Jerry Leonard 

 

http://www.etcgroup.org/content/news-release-top-down-planet-hackers-call-bottom-governance
http://www.whyintheworldaretheyspraying.com/
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
https://sites.google.com/site/chemtrailscharlotte/
http://coto2.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/case_orange-5-10-2010-belfort-chemtrails.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

The Blueprint?  

 
1966: NASA Administrator Recommends long-term, large-scale federal effort to create artificial 

clouds for weather modification program 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 


























































































